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Campaign:
Parisian life
Mission 1 : Operation Harpagon

One of our informants confirmed the existence of a secret underground
bunker in which the Nazis would continue their research activities on the Vril.
Unfortunately, we have not yet been able to locate its location.
However, we believe that the Oberstleutnant Grenewald holds this
crucial information. He currently heads the command post that has
settled in the city's former theatre.
Your mission: you infiltrate the theater and bring back evidence of the
existence of this bunker.

MISSION OBJECTIVES:
One hero must escape from the theatre with the Objective token – “File” and
an Objective token - “Success” before the alarm is raised.
Use Mission 1 faction card

SPECIAL RULES:
You cannot choose Hans as a hero for this mission.
Place the Objective token - File, an Objective token Success and 3 Objective tokens - Decoy in the Objective
area (Lieutenant-Colonel's Office) as well as an Officer. A
search action is required for each Objective token.
The patrol in A changes position at each final round phase
(unless alerted).
Heroes will have to come out through the main entrance of
the theatre.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED:
The records recovered from the theatre confirm the
existence of the bunker and give us its location in the
forest of Hurtgen. They also tell us that the Nazis are
taking their experiments on human beings even further.
It is imperative that we stop this threat. It's up to you to
achieve it...

Operation HARPAGON
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Mission 2 : Operation Brighella

The information you have managed to obtain allowed us to locate the
secret bunker. We have learned that someone who has worked there
has just been transferred to the theatre for questioning following an
attempt of rebellion.
This is a unique opportunity to learn more about this bunker.
Your mission is to free this prisoner and bring him back to us so that he
will give us all the secrets he holds about the enemy installation.
Be careful, following your last visit, security has been tightened and the
Oberstleutnant Grunwald has been replaced...

MISSION OBJECTIVES:
Escort the prisoner out of the theatre.
Use the O'Reilly Mission Faction card

SPECIAL RULES:
Place Hans's figurine and an escort token in the objective
room. The next room is suspicious.
Place a StormKanonier in the showroom with the patrol.
The patrol and the StormKanonier in A change their
position at each final round phase (unless alerted).

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED:
You escape in extremis with the prisoner. His accent is in
no doubt about its origin, but he seems determined to
follow you.
He reveals that General Von Eichenberg is leading the
operation and tells you about a mysterious 10-80
experiment.
A new ally for the Reichbusters?

You can now choose Hans as a hero for the next missions.

Opération BRIGHELLA
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Mission 3 : Operation Epeios
This mission and the next two are done without return to Reichbusters HQ.
Choose your heroes well.

Hans has given us detailed information about the secret bunker that will
greatly facilitate our intervention. There was still a problem: entering the
ultra-secure building... impossible mission.
But we have learned that a delivery will leave tomorrow to the bunker.
The bad news is that it leaves from the warehouses of the theatre.
So, you’ll have to go back there and hide in the load. And you can
imagine that security has been tightened...

MISSION OBJECTIVES:
Be hidden in the crates at the end of the mission track without
triggering the alarm. If the alarm is triggered, the mission is a failure.

SPECIAL RULES:
The patrol in A changes its position at each final round phase (unless
alerted). When it arrives at point B, it goes back in the opposite direction.

Use Mission 6 Faction card by replacing Vrilpanzer
with a tracking bomb

Once you arrive at Warehouse C, if this area is cleaned, each hero must hide
in a crate (2 heroes in a crate
maximum, excepted for Brick who is alone in a crate). This uses the 2 actions of a hero.
Then, at each turn, they roll a
noise test per turn until the end of the mission. There is an enemy turn between
each noise test. If a test fails when there is an enemy unit in the warehouse, the level of vigilance goes up and the
heroes are considered visible.

Add 2 explosive tokens to the Reichbusters’s equipment card. They
will be used for the final mission.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED:
You hold your breath until you are loaded into a truck and hear the
engine roar. The wait is long and uncomfortable before you reach
your destination. You take the opportunity to search the contents
of the crate...
Each hero wins a random heroic token (only for a 2 heroes’ game) and one object among 3 randomly drawn in the categories of their
choice. (2 objects if for a 2 heroes’ game).

Operation EPEIOS
C
At the end of Round 6, these units (if they
still exist) enter the warehouse. Their level of
awareness does not change.
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Mission 4 : Operation Abaddon

Here you are at the very heart of evil... As you pull out of your crates,
Vril smells float in the humidity-saturated air.
Let the party begin!!

MISSION OBJECTIVES :
Place the two explosive charges at points B and C and try to get out before
the explosion. The mission will be a success even if no hero emerges alive
from this suicide mission. But it's less classy...

SPECIAL RULES:
The heroes start at the point
. Place an Ubersoldaten in A, it patrols and
moves one area at each final phase of the round (pre-alarm phase) following
the arrows. He moves back when he gets to the end of his patrol. Place
General Von Eichenberg in his office and experience 10-80A in the lab.
At point B and C, heroes must drop an Objective-Explosive token and have the
option to switch their weapon on the Vril side. Setting an explosive token
counts for 1 action.

Use the Eichenberg mission faction card

To get out of the bunker, there are two possibilities: the large front door through which the heroes arrived, or an air
duct in E. However, for the latter, the electrical circuit of the air duct must be disabled in D first. This special action
takes the entire round of a hero and causes a
noise test. This unlocks and opens access to the air duct. There are
no keys or unlocking actions to open access.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED:
A phenomenal explosion reduces the entire
bunker and its contents to ashes. The
disappearance of General Von Eichenberg and his
research was undoubtedly a blow to the Nazi
regime.
The Reichbusters have proven their effectiveness
again and will respond to shake the enemy until it
is eradicated!

Operation abaddon

The alarm track takes place in two phases.
The heroes first use the track below. So they
have 7 laps to lay the first charge. If the alarm
is triggered, the post-alarm track is used
directly in 5 turns.
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As soon as the first charge is laid.
There are 10 rounds left before it
explodes. This is the time left for the
heroes to lay the second charge (and
try to escape).
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